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Chinese 7th Month (29 July to 26 August)

7th month: 

贪狼禄 (Tan Lang Lu), which means some investors may

own "Unexpected formation + Good/$ element". This

formation can bring unexpected returns or energy to you,

especially if it appears in your 7th month's "Money" box.

七⽉"贪狼禄"的⽉份，假如你拥有"⽕贪禄"或"铃贪禄"，

尤其是它出现在你的财格，你可能会经历预料之外的收

获。

What can you do to treasure such a formation or energy?

If you see it in your 7th month's "Money" or "Self" box,

you can email or WhatsApp me, I will study your chart and

share with you some experiences. In 2021, I saw clients

experience very unexpected returns of about 150-200%

with this formation sitting in their "Money" box. 

IF this "Unexpected formation" also comes with

"Challenges", you need to be extra careful because you

can experience unexpected and "big swings or changes"

in prices or news. Check your own ID chart.



If you are still holding our 2022 Investing Destiny

calendar, you can look forward and know the upcoming

energy in the 8th month and 11th month. Notice a great

difference in the overall energy? You can then check back

your own chart and get yourself prepare for it.

I have completed the 2023 Rabbit year Investing Destiny

calendar, while preparing it and when I reached the 2023

Chinese 9th and 10th month, a kind of cold energy came

into me, some event(s) may happen and bring unhappy

investment experiences to investors?! I felt the same

energy in 2021 when I was preparing the 2022 calendar

and saw the challenging formation in 2022 Chinese 1st

and 2nd months.

2023 is a year with 贪狼忌 (a possible unexpected

formation with challenges). Very soon I will post a link for

you to sign up for a copy of the 2023 calendar. It's free,

but I hope this calendar reaches those who truly

appreciate and make good use of it. You will take action if

you find it useful.



ALWAYS REMEMBER THIS

I am sharing Investing Destiny concepts and
knowledge based on Zi Wei Dou Shu theories.

This is not about predicting the market. You are
advised not to take action based on the above,
and understand that every investor has their

own unique Investing Destiny timing and
energy. Always understand and figure out what

works & do it within your limit. ~ yipei
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